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**Introduction**

Papers and research materials of an English language dialectologist and teacher. Also includes family history and World War II papers.

**Box List**

**Box 1**

Articles and Addresses (Drafts)
- A Bibliography of American English in the South
- A Geography of Dialectal Welsh
- A Plan for Linguistic Atlas Work in the Central South
- A Year’s Work with Tennessee Words
- American English: Change and Continuity
- Changing Descriptions of a Dialect of American English
- Comments on a Proposed Linguistic Survey
- Computers and the Study of American English Dialects
- Deepest Syntactic Structures
- Dialect Atlas Studies in the South
- Dialect Collecting in Tennessee and in Other Southern States
- Dialect Collectors Need the Help of Folklorists
- Diversity of Vocabulary as an Element in Dialect Study
- Do So Replaces What?
- Five Analyses of Twentieth Century English
- Hijack, A Test of Linguistic Explanation
- Innovation in Descriptive Accounts of Variables in Regional Lexicons
- Language Studies Assisted by Computers
- Methods in Dialectology: The Computer in Analysis and Plotting
- Miscellaneous and Unidentified Pages
- On Becoming Not the Same
- Questionable White Dialects: If Questionable, What Then?
- Refinements in Tabular Models of Variation in Regional American English
- Regional Synonyms in the Classroom
- Review of Perrin, An Index to English
- Sources of Information on Folk Speech
- Spigot and Faucet, Adam’s Apple and Goozle: A Discussion of Responses to Numbered Pictures in Some Southern Counties
- Stages in Developing a Description of American Regional English
- Sub-Regional Speech Variations in Vocabulary, Grammar and Pronunciation
- Surface and Deeper Ambiguities in Being Stoned
- Testing Two Meanings of Gorge
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The Forewho is Neither a He, a She, Nor an It
The Gleitman Experiment in Paraphrase, A Problem in Language Theory
Three Middle English Translation of the Troy Story
To Be Lugged or Not
Using a Printed Vocabulary Checklist
Varas and Other Land Measures
Variable Utterances and Computer Analysis
Vocabulary Change and the Westward Movement
Which Dictionary to Choose
Why Not a Computer as Editor?

Correspondence
   Personal, 1938-1941
   World War II, 1941-1946
       Photographs
Correspondence, Professional, 1956-1990
Genealogical and Biographical Materials
Military Papers, General
Professional Vitae
Research and Teaching Files

Box 2
Research and Teaching Files
Encyclopedia of Southern Culture Notes
Informant Research and Analysis
Scrapbook
   Miscellany
   Newspaper Clippings, Wood Family
   Newspaper Column, “The Way We Talk”
   Programs

Box 3
Publications (Gordon Wood)
   A List of Words from Tennessee
   A Note of the Manuscript Source of the Alliterative Destruction of Troy
   Among the New Words
   An All South Survey
   An Atlas Survey of the Interior South
   Computer Research, An Adjunct to Literary Studies
   Counted Words and the Idea of Dialect
   Dialect Contours in the Southern States
   Dialectology by Computer
   Heard in the South: The Progress of a Word Geography
   Observer (SIU-Edwardsville)-Dictionary Notes
   On Becoming Not Quite the Same
   One on Linguistics and One on Language
Refinements in Tabular Models of Variation in Regional American English
Research in Natural Spoken English at Southern Illinois University Reviews
Stages in Developing a Description of American Regional English Sub-Regional Speech Variations in Vocabulary, Grammar, and Pronunciation
Thoughts About Think About and Its Parallels
Using a Printed Vocabulary Checklist
Vocabulary Change: A Study of Variation in Regional Words in Eight of the Southern States (1 page)
Why Not a Computer as Editor?
Word Distribution in the Interior South
Word Mapping in the South
Word Patterns of the South

Publications (General)
Allen, The Linguistic Atlas of the Upper Midwest, volume 2
Atwood, The Regional Vocabulary of Texas
Check List of Regional Expressions
Communications of the Workshop for Scientific Linguistics
Cumming, Captain James Wimble, His Maps, and the Colonial Cartography of the North Carolina Coast
Feagin, Variation and Change in Alabama English
Going, Truman Capote: Harper Lee’s Fictional Portrait of the Artist as an Alabama Child
Harder, Nashe and Spenser
Jones and Wepman, A Spoken Word Count
McCollum, The Age of Elizabeth
McDavid, 1961 Conference on Dialectology
McDavid, Needed Research in Southern Dialects
McMillan, Annotated Bibliography of Southern American English
Miles, Strains From a Dulcimore
Northwest Folklore, Summer 1965
Orbis
Pederson, A Manual for Dialect Research in the Southern States (1st edition)

Box 4
Publications (General)
Pederson, A Manual for Dialect Research in the Southern States (2nd edition)
Pederson, An Annotated Bibliography of Southern Speech
Pontillo, Flintlock Terminology
Songs of All Time
Southern English Newsletter, Winter 1986
Stephens, Echoes of a Passing Era
Warnick, Dialect of Garrett County, Maryland
Warnick, Play Party Songs in Western Maryland
Wentworth, American Dialect Dictionary

Records
American Speech (4)
  Charleston, South Carolina
  Ellsworth, Maine
  Goose Creek Gullah
  Lamar County, Texas
  Lancaster County, Texas
  Newburyport, Massachusetts
  North Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
  Stony, Texas
Americans Speaking
Songs of All Time (2)

Audio Cassettes (6)

Box 5
  Computer Tapes (2)
  Audio Tapes
    Informants (33)

Box 6
  Audio Tapes
    Informants (51)

Box 7
  Audio Tapes
    Informants (52)